Abstract-This work focuses on decentralized decision making in a population of individuals each implementing the sequential probability ratio test. The individual decisions are combined into a decentralized decision via an aggregation rule chosen from a family of aggregation rules, denoted as q out of N rule. We study how the population size affects the performance of the decentralized decision making, i.e., the decision accuracy and time. In a group applying the q ouf of N, a global decision is reached as soon as q out of the N decision makers agree on an answer. Under the assumption of measurement independence among individuals, we introduce a novel numerical method that allows the analysis of the decision accuracy and time of a group of decision makers. We present the numerical method and show a preliminary sets of results that can be obtained using such a method.
I. INTRODUCTION
This work aims to understand how grouping individual decision makers (DM) affects the speed and accuracy with which these individuals reach a collective decision. This class of problems has a rich history and some of its variations are studied in the context of distributed detection in sensor networks [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] and Bayesian learning in social networks [6] , [7] .
In this paper we consider a group of N individuals each of them individually implementing the standard sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) with the purpose of deciding between two hypothesis H 0 and H 1 . We refer to the individuals as decision makers which we denote as DMs hereafter. In our setup no-communication is allowed between the DMs. Once a DM has provided a decision it communicates it to a fusion center. The fusion center collects the various decisions and provides a global decision via an aggregation rule.
In this paper we focus on the family of the q out of N aggregations rules. Loosely speaking, the fusion center makes its global decision as soon as one hypothesis gets q votes in its favor. For q ranging from 1 to N/2 + 1, and for distinct sizes of the group of DMs, we study the performance of the decentralized decision making, i.e., the decision accuracy and expected number of observations required to provide a decision.
The framework we analyze in this paper is related to the one considered in many papers in the literature, see for instance [8] , [1] , [9] , [2] , [10] , [3] , [11] and references therein. The focuses of these works are mainly two-fold. First, determining which type of information should the DMs send to the fusion center. Second, computing optimal decision rules both for the DMs and the fusion center where optimality refers to maximizing accuracy. One key implicit This work has been supported in part by AFOSR MURI Award F49620-02-1-0325.
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The work presented in this paper, relaxes the assumption on the local decisions. Indeed the fusion center might provide the global decision much earlier than the time needed for the local decisions to be made by the whole group. Our main concern is the exact computation of both the accuracy of the final group decision as well as the expected number of observations required by the group, in order to provide the final decision. In this work we accomplish these objectives by proposing exact expressions for the conditional probabilities of the group giving the correct and wrong final decisions, at any time instant. We perform this analysis for a wide set of values of q and for varying group sizes. This represents the major contribution of this paper.
We provide in the first part of this work expressions that relate the probabilities of a network making a decision as a function of the network size and fusion rule. In the second part of this work, we use these expressions to characterize the tradeoff between the accuracy and the expected time and the group size and the chosen aggregation rule. For illustration, we consider a discrete distribution of the Koopman-DarmoiPitman form. We find that, for a fixed value of N and for increasing values of q, the accuracy improves and the expected number of observations required to provide a decision increases. Similarly, for a fixed value of q and for increasing values of N , the accuracy improves and the expected number of observations required to provide a decision increases. In other words, the greater the size of the group of DMs and the value of q are, the more accurate and slower the decentralized SPRT algorithm is.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we review the standard SPRT. In Section III we formally introduce the problem studied in this paper, i.e., the decentralized SPRT with the q out of N aggregation rules. In Section IV we present our novel numerical method useful to analyze the problem of interest. In Section V we provide some numerical results. We conclude in Section VI.
II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF SPRT AND OF RELATED ANALYSIS METHODS
In this section we discuss the classical sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) for a single decision maker; to do so we follow the treatment in [12] .
A. Classical Wald's analysis
SPRT algorithm has been developed in 1943 by Abraham Wald for the purpose of deciding between two simple hypotheses. Suppose that the random variable X has a distribution f (x; θ) and that we want to test the null hypothesis H 0 : θ = θ 0 against the alternative hypothesis H 1 : θ = θ 1 .
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We define the log-likelihood ratio associated to t-th observation x(t) as
The sum of the log-likelihoods up to k is denoted by Λ(t) = t j=1 λ(j). For the SPRT, sampling continues as long as η 0 < Λ(t) < η 1 , where η 0 and η 1 are two pre-assigned thresholds. Sampling is stopped the first time this inequality is violated. If Λ(t) < η 0 , then we decide for θ = θ 0 . If Λ(t) > η 1 , then we decide for θ = θ 1 . It can be shown that, for any values of η 0 and η 1 , the SPRT algorithm provides a decision almost surely.
The goal is to set the thresholds η 0 and η 1 in such a way that the probabilities of misdetection (saying H 0 when H 1 is correct, i.e., P[sayH 0 |H 1 ]) and of false alarm (saying H 1 when H 0 is correct, i.e., P[sayH 1 |H 0 ]) are equal to some pre-assigned values p m and p f (the subscripts m and f refer, respectively, to misdetection and false-alarm). Wald proved that in order to guarantee the following probabilistic constraints
the values of η 0 and η 1 must satisfy the following conditions:
. Clearly, using equalities in the above inequalities, that is,
The classical Wald's analysis computes the values for η 0 and η 1 according to the formulas given in (2) . Observe that the expressions in Equation (2) are exact if, upon stopping with t observations, either Λ(t) = η 0 or Λ(t) = η 1 . However some overshooting of the boundaries generally occurs. The distribution of the overshooting Λ(t)− η 1 and η 0 −Λ(t), quantify the accuracy of the approximations introduced by formulas (2).
B. Computation of accuracy and decision time for preassigned thresholds η 0 and η 1 : discrete distributions
In the previous subsection we have seen how the classical Wald's analysis provides simple formulas for setting the values of η 0 , η 1 in order to meet pre-defined requirements on the probabilities of error . In this subsection we want to address the reversed problem: Given a-priori thresholds η 0 and η 1 , how can we compute the values of the P[sayH
We start by observing that an exact computations of those probabilities and expected values would be possible if we knew the probabilities of crossing the boundaries at any time t ∈ N 1 . Indeed in such case, if p i|j (t) denotes the probability of deciding H i at time k, given that H j is the 1 By convention N denotes the set of positive integer numbers, i.e., N = {1, 2, 3, . . .} correct hypothesis, i.e., p i|j (t) := P[sayH i |H j , T = t], from standard probabilistic arguments it follows that
Similar formulas apply for P[sayH 0
The author in [10] , provided a recursive method for computing the exact values of these probabilities which can be applied to a broad class of discrete distributions, precisely when X is a discrete random variable of the KoopmanDarmoi-Pitman form. The approach we will take later in analyzing a group of DMs assumes the knowledge of the quantities p i|j (t) ∞ t=1
, i, j = 1, 2. The method is presented in details in [13] .
III. DECENTRALIZED SPRT: PROBLEM SETUP
The general setting of the hypothesis testing problem we analyze in this paper is described as follows. Consider a group of N decision makers which are repeatedly observing a random variable X of distribution f (x, θ), with the purpose of choosing between the two hypothesis H 0 : θ = θ 0 and H 1 : θ = θ 1 . Suppose each decision maker is individually implementing the classic SPRT, reviewed in Section II-A, with the assumptions that (i) all the decision makers have the same thresholds η 0 and η 1 ; (ii) no-communication is allowed between the decision makers; (iii) the probability distributions f (x, θ 0 ) and f (x, θ 1 ) are known a-priori; and (iv) the observations taken, conditioned on either hypothesis, are independent in time as well as from decision maker to decision maker. Once a decision maker arrives at a final local decision, it communicates it to a fusion center. The fusion center collects the messages it receives keeping track of the number of decisions in favor of H 0 and in favor of H 1 . A global decision is provided according to a q out of N counting rule: roughly speaking as soon as one of the two hypothesis, say H i , receives q local decisions in its favor, the fusion center globally decides in favor of H i . We refer to the above framework as to the q out of N decentralized SPRT.
Next, we formally describe our setup. Let N denote the size of the group of decision makers and let q be a positive integer such that 1 ≤ q ≤ N/2 + 1. Then the q out of N decentralized SPRT is defined as follows: (1) DM i takes a new measurement x i (t) and computes the log-likelihood
(2) DM i updates the variable Λ i by
(3) DM i compares Λ i (t) with the thresholds η 0 and η 1 . In case either Λ i (t) < η 0 or Λ i (t) > η 1 , DM i sends a message u i to the fusion center to communicate its local decision; specifically
After having send its message u i the i-th decision maker stops running its SPRT algorithm. State iteration (Fusion Center) : If at time t ∈ N the fusion center has not yet provided a global decision, then it performs two actions in the following order:
(1) it updates the variables Count + and Count − according to Count + (t) = Count + (t − 1) + n + (t) and Count − (t) = Count − (t − 1) + n − (t) where the variables n + (t) and n − (t) denote, respectively, the number of messages equal to +1 and −1 received by the fusion center at time t.
(2) it checks if one of the following two situations is verified
(ii)
If (i) is verified the fusion center globally decides in favor of H 1 , while if (ii) is verified the fusion center globally decides in favor of H 0 . Once the fusion center has provided a global decision the q out of N decentralized SPRT stops.
We introduce now four notational definitions that will be useful throughout all the paper. Given a group of N decision makers and a positive integer q, 1 ≤ q ≤ N/2 + 1, we denote by (i) T the random variable accounting for the number of iterations required by the q out of N decentralized SPRT to provide a decision, i.e., T = min {t : either case (7) or case (8) is satisfied}
(ii) p i|j (t; N, q) the probability of deciding, at time t, H i given that H j is correct, i.e.,
(iii) p m;N,q and p f ;N,q the probability of mis-detection and of false-alarm, respectively, i.e., 
(iv) E [T |H i , N, q] the average number of iterations required by the algorithm to provide a decision, given that H i is the correct hypothesis, i.e.,
(p 0|i (t; N, q) + p 1|i (t; N, q))t.
(11) Observe that p i|j (t; 1, 1) coincides with the probability p i|j (t) defined in Section II-B when only one DM is running SPRT. For ease of notation we denote by p i|j (t) the case when N = q = 1, i.e., p i|j (t; 1, 1). Moreover, when there is no risk of confusion, we might drop some arguments from the definitions in (ii), (iii), (iv) (e.g. denote p i|j (t; N ) rather than p i|j (t; N, q)). We are now ready to formulate the problem we address in this paper.
Problem III.1 Given a group of N decision makers running the q out of N decentralized SPRT algorithm to decide between two hypothesis H 0 and H 1 , with two pre-assigned values for the thresholds η 0 and η 1 , estimate the probabilities of mis-detection and of false-alarm of the network, i.e., p m;N,q , p f ;N,q respectively, and the average number of iterations required to provide a decision, i.e., E [T |H i , N, q].
We will focus on the above problem in the next two Sections, both through theoretical and numerical results. We end this Section by stating a desirable stopping property of the q out of N decentralized SPRT algorithm, when N is odd and 1 ≤ q ≤ N/2 + 1.
Proposition III.2 Let N ∈ N be odd and let 1 ≤ q ≤ N/2 + 1. Then the q out of N decentralized SPRT algorithm provides a decision almost surely.
Proof: It is well known that the classic SPRT reviewed in Section II-A provides a decision almost surely. Since in the q out of N decentralized SPRT algorithm each decision maker run a SPRT algorithm independently from the other decision makers, there exists almost surely a N -tuple (t 1 , . . . , t N ) ∈ N N such that the i-th decision maker provides its decision at time t i . Lett := max {t i : i ∈ {1, . . . , N }}. Since N is odd, then Count + (t) = Count − (t). Moreover since q ≤ N/2 + 1 and Count + (t) + Count − (t) = N , either Count + (t) ≥ q or Count − (t) ≥ q holds true. Hence one of the two conditions in (8) will hold.
In the rest of the paper we will assume the following two properties.
Assumption III.1 The size of the group of DMs, i.e., N , is odd and the integer q is such that 1 ≤ q ≤ N/2 + 1.
IV. THE q out of N decentralized SPRT : ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY AND DECISION TIME
The goal of this section is to analyze the accuracy and the expected decision time for the q out of N decentralized SPRT. The key idea is to provide an efficient method to compute the probabilities p i|j (t; N, q), i, j = 0, 1. These probabilities, using Equations (10), (11) , will also allow to estimate the accuracy and the expected time.
The method presented by Young can be extended to cover a network of DMs. One can also think of Markov Chain models that would give the accuracy and decision time of a network starting from the accuracy and decision time of an individual. Nonetheless, the computational complexity of these methods grows exponentially with the group size. In what follows we provide a more efficient way of computing the probabilities p i|j (t; N, q) ∞ t=1
, i, j = 0, 1, that requires keeping in memory a number of variables which scales only linearly with the number of DMs. We carry on under the assumption that the quantities p i|j (t) , i.e., the probabilities for the standard SPRT with one DM, are known a-priori. In particular we assume that they have been computed by the procedures illustrated in Section II-B.
Let us start by introducing some useful quantities. Define the probability function α : N × {0, . . . , q − 1} × {0, . . . , q − 1} → [0, 1] as follows: given a group of s 0 + s 1 decision makers, α(t, s 0 , s 1 ) is the probability that (i) all the s 0 +s 1 decision makers have provided a decision up to time t; and (ii) considering the variables Count − and Count + restricted to this group of s 0 + s 1 decision makers, Count − (t) = s 0 and Count + (t) = s 1 . Define the probability functionᾱ : N×{q, . . . , N/2 } → [0, 1] as follows: given a group of 2s decision makers,ᾱ(t, s) is the probability that (i) all the 2s decision makers have provided a decision up to time t; and (ii) there existsτ ≤ t such that, considering the variables Count − and Count + restricted to this group of N − (s 0 + s 1 ) decision makers
• Count − (τ − 1) < q and Count + (τ − 1) < q;
• Count − (τ ) = Count + (τ ) ≥ q for all τ ≥τ . Define the probability function β 1|j : N×{0, . . . , q − 1}× {0, . . . , q − 1} → [0, 1], j = 0, 1 as follows: given a group of N −(s 0 +s 1 ) decision makers β 1|j (t, s 0 , s 1 ) is the probability that (i) no decision makers have provided a decision up to time t − 1; and (ii) considering the variables Count − and Count + restricted to this group of N −(s 0 +s 1 ) decision makers, Count − (t)+s 0 < Count + (t)+s 1 , and Count + (t) ≥ q. In a similar way it is possible to define also the probabilities β 0|j , j = 0, 1.
Define the probability functionβ 1|j : N × {q, . . . N/2 } → [0, 1], j = 0, 1 as follows: given a group of N − 2s decision makersβ 1|j (t, s) is the probability that (i) no decision makers have provided a decision up to time t − 1; and (ii) at time t the number of decision makers providing a decision in favor of H 1 is strictly greater of the number of decision makers providing a decision in favor of H 0 . In a similar way it is possible to define also the probabilities β 0|j , j = 0, 1.
The following Proposition shows how to compute the probabilities p i|j (t; N, q) ∞ t=1
, i, j = 0, 1, starting from the above definitions.
Proposition IV.1 (q out of N rule: a closed form expression) Consider the decentralized SPRT with the q out of N rule for a group of N decision makers. Under Assumption III.1 and assuming, without loss of generality, that H 1 is the correct hypothesis, then for t = 1 we have that
and
while, for t ≥ 2, we have that
We omit the proof for the lack of space. We refer the interested reader to [13] for a complete treatment of the proof.
As far as the probabilities α(t, s 0 , s 1 ),ᾱ(t, s), β i|j (t, s 0 , s 1 ),β i|j (t, s), i, j = 0, 1, are concerned, we provide next expressions for calculating them. First we need one more auxiliary definition. Let the probability function of decision up to time t, γ i|j : N → [0, 1], be defined as follows: γ i|j (t) is the probability that a single DM provided the decision H i when H j is correct, before or at time t, i.e.,
Proposition IV.2 Consider a group of N DMs, running the q out of N decentralized SPRT algorithm under Assumption III.1. Moreover, without loss of generality, assume that H 1 is the correct hypothesis. Then the following statements hold. First, the probability α(t, s 0 , s 1 ) is given by
Second the probabilityᾱ(t, s) satisfies the following recursive relation
Third the probability β 1|1 (t, s 0 , s 1 ) is given by
Finally the probabilityβ 1|1 (t, s) is given bȳ
The expressions for β 0|1 (t, s 0 , s 1 ) andβ 0|1 (t, s) are obtained by exchanging the roles of p 1|1 (t) with p 0|1 (t) in Equations (19) and (20). see that, as the size of the group increases, the majority rule provides a remarkable improvement in terms of the accuracy, while the fastest rule provides a remarkable improvement in terms of the expected time. The fastest rule improves also the accuracy even though this improvement is not as significant as the one provided by the majority rule. The majority rule, in terms of expected time, exhibits performance which are almost constant as N varies.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a complete analysis of how a group of DMs can collectively reach a decision about the correctness of a hypothesis. We presented a numerical method that made it possible to completely analyze and understand interesting fusion rules of the individuals decisions. The general formulas we provided, are useful in analyzing optimality of various aggregation rules, and how the group size and the network desired accuracies dictate the better aggregation rule to be used. In fact, in an earlier work, we studied in details how two specific aggregation rules, the fastest and the majority rule, that both belong to the q out of N aggregation rule. We showed how the better aggregation rule varies with the network size and desired network accuracy. Finally interesting extensions of this work, include allowing communication between the various decision makers and allowing different accuracies between different members of the group.
